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flyaway bench
-- 2 - 5 seat linear units (interior only)
-- powder coated steel with cast aluminum legs
-- upholstery options on seat pads include vinyl
   faux leather and leather

glides
-- adjustable
-- units may be fixed to floor
-- non-slip glides for hard floors

drink holder
-- retrofittable - drink holder can be attached to any flyaway arm
-- holder accomodates a wide range of take-out cup sizes
-- drink holders improve cleanliness - reduced floor maintenance
-- excellent for constrained spaces where tables are not feasible

footrests
-- available on 3 - 5 seat linear units
-- retrofittable - footrests can be added to existing units
-- footrests provide passengers added comfort during 
   longer wait times

intermediate table
-- 21” table replaces an interior seat position
-- available on 3 - 5 seat linear units
-- tabletop options include standard Arconas laminates
   with vinyl edge or granite 

upholstery 
-- embroidery options include sponsorship and 
   corporate and power logos or accessibility symbols        
   (shown above)
-- slip covers are easily replaced on-site
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options & accessories continued 

inPower™
-- Passengers can recharge laptops and other electronic devices via power cord or USB cable from the comfort of their seat
-- inPower can be added to existing linear and cluster units
-- inPower is programmable and maximizes power distribution to many passengers from one wall outlet
-- service may be identified by optional power or sponsor logo on seat backs
-- inPower outlets are discretely mounted underneath the Flyaway seats ensuring safe cord management
-- safety features protect children from inappropriate use
-- inPower shields passengers from power spikes and surges
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Flyaway Mover
-- custom designed dolly that transports Flyaway linear, 
   back-to-back and cluster units from one location to another
-- hydraulic arms elevate seating units off of the floor with ease
-- heavy duty castors include wheel locks
-- mover is designed to be pushed forward or sideways through  
    doorways and wide paths

Power Station
-- power station provides travellers power, Wi-Fi and a work      
    space, while generating revenue for your facility
-- sponsor branding is prominently displayed on backlit signage  
    tower and embroidered on seat backs
-- signage tower is visible from all directions
-- graphics are easily replaced from the top of the tower
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